
Level switches in the power industry – Czech Republic

NIVOMAG in cooling system 
of turbo generators

The NIVOMAG magnetic coupling level switch is 
a perfect choice for limit level measurement especially
in harsh industrial applications. 

Thanks to NIVELCO Bohemia, our Czech subsidiary
company we can present a case study of a power
industry application where the high-reliability NIVOMAG
level switches are responsible for level monitoring of
cooling liquid of turbo generators.

The operation specifications such as the up to 250 °C
temperature and pressure up to 25 bar, the SIL1 
(Safety Integrity Level) approval and Ex atmosphere
versions makes this unit required e.g. for energy
industry. Mounting of NIVOMAG is available either from
side or top of the tank. Also wide variety of process
connections is offered including thread, square flange
or DIN flanges made of steel or stainless steel.

For electricity produced in nuclear and heat power
stations turbo generators with high power (more than
100 MW) are used. To cool such generators it is not
possible to use standard air-based cooling system. 
The most demanding parameters of the medium used
for cooling high power generators are low viscosity (ρ),
high heat capacity (C) and high thermal conductivity (λ).
For example hydrogen is a medium meeting the required
parameters.

Hydrogen used for cooling
To improve cooling efficiency, stator of generator is filled
with gaseous hydrogen with pressure higher than in the
surroundings. Both sides of the rotor shaft are sealed 

with labyrinth seal. Turbine oil flows in the system with
higher pressure than hydrogen pressure inside and
protects the leaking of gaseous hydrogen from the
stator. 

At the end of the process the turbine oil it is split up to
two parts, the oil saturated with air and the oil saturated
with hydrogen. These two media cannot be mixed
because this will create dangerous explosive mixture.
Therefore the oil from hydrogen side is directed to the
vacuuming tank which is equipped by vacuuming pump. 

This pump creates vacuum above the level surface and
skims off hydrogen from oil. To monitor the emergency
levels of oil 2 NIVOMAG MKA-210-9 Ex float level
switches are used. The separated, magnetic coupling
construction of the NIVOMAG level switch is really
advantageous in order to avoid any leaking in the
system.

Adverse humidity
The next adverse factor is humidity or more precisely
the water in hydrogen inside the stator. This humidity
devalues hydrogen content and may cause corrosion
and arcing in the high voltage windings, which reduces
lifetime of the generator. 

For this reason a desiccant-based dryer is used. 
The desiccant-based dryer – which was manufactured
by our partner, called Servis-Energo – is installed in gas
circulation loop and allows desiccation of water in
hydrogen.  

All parts of the dryer are made of stainless steel
consisting of a tank with vaporizer, a refrigeration
condensing unit and a water collector. The water in
hydrogen freezes on the cooling fins of vaporizer then
after 23 hours of running the condensing unit switches

off for 1 hour. The warm hydrogen melts the ice, which
flows into water collector tank. 
The maximum level in water collector is controlled by
NIVOMAG MKA-210-9 Ex.

NIVELCO Bohemia is very proud on announcing again
a successful application story thanks to the great
reliability of NIVELCO instruments. We know that good
customer care is a key element for success at every
time and we proved that we are able to provide smart
and simple solution for our customers.
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